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We understand that returning home
after a long time overseas can be
a stressful process, but it doesn’t
have to be. The right kind of advice
can make all the difference and
allow you to spend this time feeling
excited to come home, rather than
overwhelmed by all the processes
and paperwork.

Leave The Hard
Part To Us.
The majority of internationally based advisers
are geared up to provide offshore and localised
solutions in the jurisdiction they are based,
meaning that if you choose to return home, or
relocate to the UK in the future, it’s vital you
ensure your investment portfolio is aligned
accordingly.
When it comes to Repatriation, there are a
number of key considerations that require action
locally, this can be things such as to tie up loose
ends with bank accounts, to selling property and
even making sure your health and life insurance
plans are still valid.
To help you with the process, our team of
repatriation experts have pulled together some
of the most commonly asked questions to help
you get up to speed.

Can I Have A QROPS In The UK?
Yes- A QROPS still works as if you retire in the UK you are able to take
25% tax free and the remainder will be taxed at your marginal rate of
income.
Unlike your QROPS provider who will tax the benefits at source, it will
be up to you to record it on your self-assessment tax return. QROPS
providers will usually charge an additional fee dependent on frequency
of benefits, so it’s very important you review these.
QROPS are usually a lot more expensive to run than a SIPP, you are
likely to pay £1500 -£2000 a year in fees vs a simple SIPP where this is
as low as £60.
You will get the additional benefit of only 90% of your income being
taxed, however if you are paying hefty fees you may end up eroding this
tax benefit.
For larger pension pots above the Lifetime Allowance it does make
sense to keep in a QROPS structure as it’s not tested against the LTA.
However, if your pension pot is under this figure it may be prudent to
review and look at cheaper alternatives.

Why Is My SIPP So Expensive?
International SIPP vs Simple SIPP

When you were a resident overseas, you were
limited to which providers will deal with you,
so you will usually have to use an International
SIPP. An international SIPP is usually set up
where you have effectively two components;
a Trustee and an underlying bond. Each will
have a separate charge; the trustee will have
an annual fee of £300-£800 p/a plus additional
fees to draw funds from the SIPP. On top of this,
you will have the bonds policy charge which is
usually 1% p/a plus admin fees of up to £600 p/a.
The FCA have scrutinized the use of life
assurance bonds due to the cost and how it
erodes growth from the policy especially if
the client is planning on drawing down soon
after the establishment of the policy. It’s very
important you review your current set up.
Once you are a resident in the UK, you are able
to benefit from what is known as a Simple
SIPP, which has an all-inclusive fee structure at
a lower rate. Our Simple SIPP providers costs
are between 0.10%-0.25% and don’t charge
additional fees to drawdown.

The value of your pension can go down as well as up and you may
get back less than has been paid in.
With pensions, your capital is at risk.
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Should I Continue Paying Into My
Offshore Regular Savings Plan Or
Pay Into A UK Pension?
The table below compares the benefits of a UK pension plan vs
a regular offshore savings plan;

UK Pension Plan vs Regular Savings Offshore
UK Workplace Pension

Offshore Unit Linked Regular Savings

Tax relief on the way in

No tax relief –
Paying in taxed money

Employer Contribution
25% Pension Commencement
Lump Sum (PCLS)

No employer contribution
Flexible access – Taxable

No access till 55+

Growth free of tax

Growth free of tax

Charges – 6% Per Annum on
Initial Units

Charges – 1.8% investment charge
(way in)

1.2% Annual Management

0.3% Annual Management
NEST

High Fund costs
FP Premier Advance

It is vital you review these policies to see what makes more sense to pay into.

The value of your pension can go down as well as up and you may get back less than has been paid in.
With pensions, your capital is at risk.
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Do I Pay More Tax On My
Offshore Policies When I Am
Back In The UK?
Yes, in some cases certain policies need to be changed so they
don’t incur additional taxation. With Personal Portfolio Bonds, these
policies need to be endorsed and in order to endorse them you will
need to sell down toxic assets which include structured notes.
•
•

If the bond is not endorsed deemed gains automatically occur at 15% Per annum
To endorse cannot have any personalized assets (Structured notes)
Premium £100,000. Policy commenced 20 July 2014. PPB deemed gain arises 19 July
each year that the policyholder is UK resident.
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Should I Cash In My Offshore Policies
Once Back In The UK?
It is crucial to have a cross border expert review your policies prior to
encashment. A full or partial surrender would be classed as a chargeable
event, and as such income tax will be due on the amount which is withdrawn.
However, if you were to use a segment surrender, the tax is due on the gains.
You can also benefit from time apportioned relief and top slicing. Talk to an
adviser at Skybound Wealth Management Limited to find out which method is
most tax efficient for you.

Why Do I Need A UK Adviser For My
Offshore Policy?
You may be tempted to keep your offshore adviser. However, offshore advisers
are not regulated by the FCA and because of this they are not allowed to look
after clients who are in the UK as the advice would be classed as unregulated.
You would not be able to benefit from Financial Ombudsman Service
Compensation Scheme if anything were to go wrong and you would not be
able to complain to the FCA about your adviser. If the offshore adviser is not UK
qualified or regulated, he/she are more likely to mis-advise on a policy which
could lead to severe tax charges.
In most cases when you return to the UK, your provider will automatically
remove your international adviser on your policy and request you allocate a UK
regulated firm to advise you.

Why Is It So Important To Work With
An Adviser Who Is FCA Regulated?
The FCA is the gold standard for financial regulation. An adviser who is
regulated and monitored by the FCA, can be trusted to deal with assets
and money, to hold financial data, or to give sound financial advice on
various topics.

Do I Have To Pay Extra To
Work With A UK FCA Related
Adviser?
Any UK adviser will have their fees clearly and readily
available. They will discuss and agree these fees with
you prior to completing any work.
Usually to take over management of a policy they
would just charge an ongoing fee. Most of the time
clients will end up saving money with a UK adviser
even if a new fee is being added. The reason for this is
because a UK adviser will have to use clean share class
versions of the fund, which means the overall fund
cost is a lot cheaper than the previous international
selection of funds.
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I Already Have A UK IFA Can’t They
Look After My Offshore Policy?
Unfortunately, most run of the mill UK IFA’S
won’t be able to manage your offshore policy
and there are two reasons for this. The first is
that they most probably won’t have terms of
business with international providers which
means they are unable to provide official
advice on that product. The second reason is
the adviser may not have the qualifications or
experience to advise on international policies.

Can A Cross Border Expert Give Advice
On Non-Offshore Policies For Example
ISA, Wills, VCT?
All Skybound Wealth Management Limited advisers are dual
qualified and have worked overseas and in the UK, so we can advise
on international and UK based solutions.
Skybound Wealth Management Limited offer a wealth management service
with a truly global approach to international workers moving both to and
from the United Kingdom. With an unrivalled knowledge of both offshore
and home investment solutions, we are best placed to provide you with all the
knowledge you need for a smooth repatriation.
We are part of a global network of companies, this allows us to fully
understand the various international financial solutions available and how
these works once a person becomes a UK resident. Our Repatriation team are
dual qualified and experienced in moving overseas assets into the UK and are
able to help clients do this in the most tax efficient and simplest manner.
So, if you would like any more information on the topics or questions
discussed in this brochure, please get in touch today. Spending a little time on
getting the right advice now could save a lot of hassle in the future.

Securing Your Future.
Wherever You Are Today.
We exist to educate and guide you through the
important decisions required today, to ensure you
benefit from the freedom of tomorrow.
Skybound Wealth Management Limited
FF2, MBP3, Meadowhall Business Park, Carbrook
Hall Road, Sheffield, S9 2EQ
ukclientservices@skyboundwealth.co.uk
0207 183 3505
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